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By Rebecca Field Jager

I’m no dancin’ machine, so the thought of participating in African dance classes — or any dance class for that matter — gave me

pause as I headed to Rancho La Puerta, a fitness resort and spa nestled amid 3,000 acres of mountains and meadows just south of

the U.S./Mexico border. Still, there’s no better time to try something new than when on vacation, I reminded myself — failures, like

bottles of liquids at the airport, are a threat to security one must leave behind. Much to my amazement then, I discovered I could

bring the memory of the dance class home with me. Moments in, I was twisting and turning, panting and burning, keeping up and

throwing down with a room full of strangers, in an activity aimed at connecting with one’s inner self through bodily expression.

“There’s a saying in Africa that if you can walk, you can dance,” explains Connie Bennett, the instructor, pointing out that here in

North America, dancing is seen more as a skill or talent than something you’re simply born to do. “In Africa, everyone dances; if you

are not dancing, your spirit is sick.”

Instead of precision-based actions and techniques, the movements of African dance are free-flowing, easy to visualize and execute.

“We’re digging in the dirt, digging in the dirt,” Connie calls out as we all shuffle sideways scooping our hands down and then pulling

in our arms. Based on everyday life, and Africa being an agricultural culture, chopping, planting and harvesting-type movements

make up most routines. “We’re celebrating,” Connie squeals and we all raise our arms to the heavens and shake our hips jubilantly.

Dance, be it African, Latin, hip hop, Broadway, jazz, striptease or a variety of other styles, is taught at the Ranch to improve physical

and spiritual wellness. It’s meant to be as good for your heart as it is for your soul. Movement to music is natural, Connie insists. Sure

it burns off calories, but it also unleashes your creativity, your inner joy.

Mind you, dance isn’t the only way to tap into happiness at the Ranch. The moment I entered my ‘casita,’ a spacious, rustically

appointed cottage equipped with all the amenities (except TV and Internet because you’re here to connect with yourself, not the rest

of the world), I felt warm and at home. Sunshine poured in through expansive windows that, depending on the room, provided

backdrops of gardens or staggering views of Mount Kuchumaa.

HandoutAfrican dance at Rancho la Puerta
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The food? I have a meat tooth, so it pained me to consider days without beef. But the chefs, using precepts of the slow-food

movement, impress with farm-fresh ingredients and generous portions of seafood served up buffet-style for breakfast and lunch.

Formal sit-down dinners are all held in the grand Spanish Colonial dining room.

Many of the chef’s secrets can be learned during hands-on cooking classes at La Cocina Que Canta, the Ranch’s cooking school.

There, I spent an afternoon slicing and dicing with fellow guests; we were divided into small groups, each charged with one dish on

the menu. Afterwards, we sat down to feast on our communal fare; it was an easy way to meet others and make a few friends.

Not surprisingly, the dance class fuels camaraderie, too; it’s pretty hard to prance around in your bare feet to the beat of African

music without cracking a smile or two at others in the room. When my 45-minute session ends, I am at once wound up and worn

down.

Although the weekly schedule is packed with optional fitness, meditation, and art and wellness activities tempered with an extensive

list of spa treatments, after the class I choose to wander the pathways of the property taking in the apricot and almond trees, palms,

oaks, eucalyptus and Chinese elms. I come upon a shady resting place. Thankfully, this is not a high-pressure run-yourself-ragged

health resort — the Ranch bills its hammocks as important pieces of fitness equipment, too.

• Rebecca Field Jager was a guest of Rancho La Puerta.

IF YOU GO

Getting there  Fly into San Diego airport; buses pick up guests of the Ranch.

Rancho La Puerta  Booking for spa treatments can be made in advance online; many classes can be pre-booked or are offered on a

drop-in basis. Internet available in certain locations, including business centre. Rates (food and accommodation plus some activities)

start at about $3,700 per week depending on season and style of accommodation. See rancholapuerta.com for more info.
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